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if youre looking for a low-latency realtime sampling environment, the
wavesynth library is the right one for you. the library is released under the gpl
license, and it provides over 300 high-quality presets. you can use the presets
to create your own patches or use the provided presets.wavesynth is based on
the ladspa framework, and it is written in c++ and open source. vstbridge is an

all-in-one vst wrapper tool that takes care of compatibility, registration and
activation issues, plus you can download the vstbridge software free of charge.

it can help you to make the best use of your new vst plugins, or any that are
already installed. with a handy and informative user interface, vstbridge is an

ideal tool to navigate the world of vsts. everything you need in one easy-to-use
application. as i said, the bundles will be released on tuesday, but you'll be able

to download them from waves' site right now. just be sure you have enough
space on your hard disk for them all to fit. i've got a 2 tb hard disk, but you'll

need to calculate what you can afford. the v10 version of waves l2
ultramaximizer is the result of a collaboration between waves and waves inc. as
such, it is the culmination of all the hard work and passion that went into the v9

version of l2. wave l2 inc, the company that owns the copyright to l2
technology, is very pleased to see the success of the v10 version. therefore,

wave l2 inc will be giving out licenses for the v10 version of l2 to all registered
waves and waves inc users, not only for free but also for a very reasonable

license fee.
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i have been using the waves all plugins bundle for over a year now, and have
not had any problems with the plug-ins. i even use them on a daily basis. the

manual is very thorough and easy to follow, and there is enough information in
the manual to get by without using the waves central. the only thing i would

like to see is a little more information on the software itself, especially for
beginners. for the easy part, only one plugin is required for most waves users,

as is the case with the vocal bundle this is where tune comes in. it's a pitch
correction plugin that is not only the most affordable, but arguably the most

effective of the available plugins for the vocalist, as well as a surprisingly good
performer when used in the context of a mixing and mastering chain. the vocal
bundle contains a new version of tune as well as the vocoder plug-in (which, by
all accounts, is better than ever), along with five new plug-ins that i'm not yet
convinced of, though they have potential. the waves vocal bundle is a huge

amount of value for the price, and you can download it here for the price of a
few cans of coke. it features the free version of the vocalo plug-in and a free

trial version of the upcoming new vocalo plug-in. the vocal bundle is not a 'plug-
in replacement' in any sense of the word. it is designed to complement an

existing, existing vocal performance system, not replace it. the 'vocal bundle' is
a 'plug-in replacement' in the sense that it is a re-vamped and much more

affordable version of spinnin' vocal factory. 5ec8ef588b
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